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(opening story: tells us he fainted when taking qualifying exams:
he had been instructed to derive Gibbs Free Energy from first principles)

*********************

Can we understand the aging process in an organism?

Define causal events of aging in any genetic system?

this system was defined by Bob Mortimer in the fifties...
see Mortimer and Johnston in Nature 183 in 1959

budding yeast  go for 35 generations  (daughters = dtrs)  before they go kaput.
ie they have a finite life span... ony 35 cell divisions.


see diagram from Charlie Boone lab...  Costanzo in Science in 2010...

subsystems in organisms include secretion and vesicle transport,
metab and amino acid biosynthesis,
peroxisomes,
protein folding and glycosylation
cell wall biosynthesis
cell polarity and morphogenesis
DNA replication and repair
mitosis and chromosome segregation
nuclear migration and protein degradation
etc...  (few others I missed)


**********************

Nuclear Genome Becomes Unstable with Age...

(old mothers  ie > 25th generation  have 100X the nuclear instability than a young mother 
(in yeast))


ISCs = iron sulfur clusters...

many repair mechanisms NEED this co-factor  (ISCs)

defective mitochondria in dtrs of old mother yeasts lead to nuclear instability...

see Science 301  in 2003;  and Cell  137 1247 in 2009;

Derek Lindstrom came to his lab...

after 25 cell divisions... you have  2**25  cells

Derek developed the "Mother Enrichment Program"
(get rid of the daughters, so that all you have left are just the mother cells,
and thereby avoid dilution of the mothers by all those 2**25 dtrs.)

they used a CRE Lox  system to get rid of  young dtrs and  get a higher % of  old moms  so you can study them and  look at them .

Adam Hughes work  (another of his post-docs)

Mitochondria structure is altered with age!

So, again, how do cellular subsystems break down with age...

tubular mitochondria  normally have beautiful fission/ fusion  dynamics.

Adam tested hypothesis:  is mitochond. fusion defective in older cells...??

YES!  Old mitochondria do NOT fuse well!

(so, reduced mitochondr are transferred to the dtrs)

he showed that  Fzo1  completely disappears by generation 18... and
therefore,  mitoch cannot fuse , since they depend on Fzo1. 

fusion machinery is important for getting the good mitoch over to the dtr...

900 nuclear encoded proteins  are imported into  mitoch.

is mitoch membrane potential declining with age    Yes it does decline....

this leads to ISC  problem  (cuz those proteins are nuclear encoded)

our v simple hypothesis:

could we suppress the problem by overexpressing  the bad genes...  YES!
(Adam did this)

High copy suppressors of age-assoc mitochondrial morphology...


Yeast vacuole = lysome...


the vacuoles H+  ATPase:  acidifying the vacuole  (means of doing autophagy)

Vacuoles lose their acidity with age (and thereby lose their effectiveness)...

he showed that overexpression of VMA1 restores vacuolar acidity in old cells...

reduced vacuolar acidity leads to mitochondr dysfunction in 2 steps:
1)  decr membrane potential and
2)  increased fragmentation of mitochondr.


they could INCR life span of yeast!!! by
suppressing age-assoc mitoch dysfunction.


********************
summary so far:


young mother cells have acidic vacuoules  (lysosomes)  but
then pH goes up with age (ie, they become less acidic
and thereby less effective)   and that induces mitoch dysfunction....


how ?  via  blocked protein degradation or autophagy?  NO!

but it was by iron and acidiity homeostasis...

you must be able to pump proton out to transport  AA = amino acids into vacuole,
so  w/o  pH grad (acidity)  you get accum of  AAs in  cytoplasm.


AVT1 OverExpression DOES prevent  Age-Induced mitoch depolarization...

(and then preserves mitochondr)


are too many amino acids  "using up" the mitoch membane potential?

******************

are we studying a CONSERVED aging process?  (that applies to higher animals???)  or not.

evidence:
mitochondr  fragmentation is correl wit neurodegeneration and insulin resistance ...

******************************
slightly new subject...

lifespan is "reset" in the dtrs of aging mothers


he shows that  vacuole acidity is "reset" in the dtrs of mothers...

appears the the mother is accumulating some aging factor that
 she is not passing on to the dtr.

LARPS  (also (he comments) translates as  live action role playing)
these are long-lived asymmetr retained proteins...

two classes of LARPs

old stuff (old proteins) is truncated (cleaved and retained in the mom cell)


The RITE way:  want to distinguish  old proteins that stay in the mother cells...

******************
Kiersten Henderson  another post-doc:
studied Pma1  plasma membrane

Pma1 levels are lower in the dtrs than in the moms.

Kiersten....  lots of Pma1 s  about 1M...of these molecules

2 machines competing for a limited # of protons.


reduced Pma1 activity delays the age of onset of reduced  ...

Pma1 is the biggest consumer of ATP...

dtr cells (buds) are more acidic than mother cells prior to cytokinesis...

here's the story:

mother:  building up Pma1  which competes with V-ATPase  for H+ transport

but dtr cells  have greatly reduced Pma1, so vacuoles are  more acidified.

 AAs build up in the cell  when vacuoles lose their acidity...


************************** bottom line**********
a rich diet is not good for you (as  a yeast cell)

